50 movers and shakers of Singapore's art scene
Art, Features
TOS shines the spotlight on those responsible for building, brightening and shaking up the city’s art scene, and
finds out what they have in store for us in 2011
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1 Benson Puah, businessman
Why? Succeeded in transforming the city’s beloved ‘double durian’ into one of the world’s busiest arts
and culture centres.
Bare facts: Puah, 54, helmed The Esplanade for over a decade, and is now a year and a half into his
appointment as CEO of the National Arts Council. He presses on in growing the industry as a whole
through co-producing and commissioning new works, training skilled arts professionals and encouraging
people to find their artistic voice.
In his own words: ‘I mapped out a 20-year plan in two phases to achieve our vision to be an arts centre
for everyone.’

2 Dr Pwee Keng Hock, collector
Why? Unlike most managers for whom the dollar takes priority, the co-founder of Utterly Art provides not
only art for buyers but space for artists.
Bare facts: A scientist by training, Pwee has been collecting contemporary art from all around the region,
mainly South-East Asia, for two decades – purely for pleasure. Utterly Art is set to celebrate its ten-year
anniversary in the ION Gallery come May 2011, with a big group show that’s aptly titled ‘Hungry For
More’.

In his words: ‘I have long passed the point of available wall space – isn’t that how you define a true
collector, when you buy works beyond the available space to display them?’

3 Jason Wee, poet
Why? Widely known for his practice that straddles images and text, we respect the 32-year-old founder of
Grey Projects for always biting off more than the rest of us would be able to collectively chew.
Bare facts: The Singapore-born artist spends half of his time in New York. He runs Grey Projects, an
artist-directed alternative art space. The upcoming year finds the artist/writer putting together his first
poetry manuscript, being part of the third iteration of the Art Incubator Residency, collaborating with
partners in Spain and curating the next Singapore Survey show at Valentine Willie.

4 Noor Effendy Ibrahim, leader of the pack
Why? Anyone who dares to helm our artistic stalwart The Substation is someone to look out for.
Bare facts: Having taken over as artistic director from icons Lee Weng Choy and Audrey Wong in 2010,
37-year-old Effendy reportedly has the calendar at The Substation almost fully booked for 2011.
In his words: ‘This year is about re-engaging, reconnecting with communities through creative processes
– discourse, presentation, negotiations. But the real challenge is in managing and satisfying emotions and
expectations.’

5 Matthew Ngui, travelling man of art
Why? The artistic director of the Singapore Biennale 2011.
Bare facts: Ngui’s own works often explore themes of perception, and to a larger extent, raise questions
about the way we view art as well as the world around us. He participated in the São Paulo (1996), Venice
(2001) and Gwangju Biennales (2002) and the tenth Documenta in 1997. One of Ngui’s public art
commissions is the ‘digital membrane’ made of LED lights that makes up the exterior of Orchard Central.
Ngui lives and works in Australia and Singapore.

6 Tom Zaller, museum director
Why? A roving curator known for creating and producing blockbuster travel exhibitions such as ‘Titanic –
The Artefact Exhibition’.
Bare facts: This 38-year-old is a veteran on the museum scene, having already worked it for 12 years. He
first worked in Singapore when David Copperfield arrived in the 1990s, and went on to produce travelling
exhibitions like the one at the world’s largest aquarium, Georgis Aquarium in Atlanta, USA. He is
currently museum director of the ArtScience Museum at Marina Bay Sands, which will open in February.
In his words: ‘This museum is about the convergence of art and science in our world, and things that
sometimes go unnoticed. The space is epic: the interiors of the “fingers” are unique gallery spaces with
natural lighting from the fingertips illuminating the sculptural interior wall forms, [while] the roof allows
rainwater to be harvested and channelled down through the centre of the structure to the reflecting pond at
the lowest level of the building. Rainwater is recycled and redirected through the water feature to create a
continuous cylindrical waterfall. You have to see it to believe it.’

7 Kenneth Tan, do-gooder
Why? This co-founder of Utterly Art and head of marketing for *SCAPE is not just a collector and
marketer of art, but also one who believes in its social importance.
Bare facts: Tan dedicates time to organising charity auctions for institutions such as Christies and
advocating art education through the Art Outreach Programme. The upcoming year will find him working
with financial-service professionals to develop a programme that matches Singaporeans in need with
services they require.

8 Ho Hui May, photographer and lecturer
Why? Following three successful consecutive showings in the UOB Painting of the Year Award (20032005), this Nanyang Technological University lecturer went on to be 2007’s overall winner and has been
hot on the scene ever since.
Bare facts: Specialising in documentary photography, Ho has exhibited in Boston, San Francisco and
Singapore. This year finds her participating in ‘Crossings’, a fringe event of blockbuster Art Stage;
working on a photographic condo-signs project called ‘88’; looking out for artists such as painter Boo Sze
Yang (see number 24 on our list), whose work did incredibly well at this year’s Affordable Art Fair; and
keeping track of Ming Wong (see number 18 on our list), fresh from his success at the 2010 Venice
Biennale.

9 Emmeline Yong, visual-arts pioneer
Why? Together with Dawn Teo, co-founded the Arab Street-based visual-arts centre Objectifs, the hugely
successful Affordable Photo Fair and the Singapore Short Film Awards.
Bare facts: Working with Infinite Frameworks and Shooting Gallery Asia, Objectifs is South-East Asia’s
leading short-film distributor.

10 Ida Ng, safe keeper
Those who value their art collection with their lives call on Ida Ng for help. As CEO of arts handling
company Art Move, she has worked on projects like the Singapore Biennale and Art Fair, and counts
museums, auction houses and private collectors as clients.

11 Ye Shufang, artistic foodie
Why? It’s always good news when creative types are involved in managing an arts institution in
Singapore. Ye works as the National Art Gallery’s assistant director of education and outreach.
Bare facts: This former art educator and internationally exhibited artist is best known for turning edibles
into art.
Artist to look out for: Amanda Heng, 2010’s Cultural Medallion winner: ‘I’d like to shine a continuing
spotlight on Amanda… because it should have been shone on her years ago.’

12 Gwen Lee, champion of photographic art
Why? After six years in the museum industry, Lee founded 2902 Gallery, the largest photographic art
gallery in South-East Asia, and went on to work as the director of Singapore International Photo Festival.
Bare facts: The Gallery is the first and only gallery to represent US-based Singaporean John Clang (see
number 17 on our list), among many other regional artists. Lee is also one of the driving forces behind the
Biennial, volunteer-run Singapore International Photography Festival. Both were started in 2008.
In her words: ‘The mentality at [the beginning was that] photography was meant to be viewed, not
bought… Now, more artist photographers say: “This is my career.” Their sales of photography works
become a chunk of their livelihood.’

13 Hazel Lim, multi-tasking lecturer
Why? The Lasalle lecturer is a skilled painter and book-maker, but above all understands the importance
of critical thinking in art-making.
Bare facts: It will be an exciting year for this former sociology major, with a two-year development
project under The Substation, a number of exhibitions citywide and the unveiling of her large-scale public
work at Caldecott MRT station. In her words: ‘[In 2011] I would like to see Singapore look at spaces like

Beijing’s 789 Art District to see how providing these kind of spaces [would benefit] the local creative
community.’

14 Rebecca Chew, principal
Why? The first principal at SOTA (School of the Arts), she will be leading the next generation of artists to
shape Singapore art 2.0.
Bare facts: SOTA is Singapore’s first national pre-tertiary specialised arts school set up in 2008 by the
Ministry of Information, Communications and the Arts (MICA). They offer a six-year integrated arts and
academic curriculum for youths aged 13-18. As a musician, she was nominated for the UNESCO prize for
Bridging Peace and Culture.
In her words: ‘After six years, the children will know their own capabilities.’

15 Jackson Tan, design director
Why? One quarter of :phunk Studio, an art and design collective recently described as ‘champions of
Singapore’s graphic scene’ by the UK’s Creative Review.
Bare facts: Sixteen years into their career, Tan’s art and design collective has since been picked up by Art
Seasons gallery, exhibited in Taiwan, China and Japan, and collaborated with legendary Japanese artist
Keiichi Tanaami. Tan is also the creative director of Black Design, a creative agency that was
commissioned by DesignSingapore in 2005 to curate ‘20/20’, an exhibition recognising the finest talent in
Singapore.

16 Jing Quek, photographer
Why? Singapore’s most exciting emerging photographer.
Bare facts: Quek uses real people instead of models for a humorous yet insightful look into often
overlooked communities within Singapore society. He has shot numerous advertising campaigns, been
published worldwide (including the pages of TOS), and exhibited internationally, representing Singapore
in the Venice Biennale in 2010.
In his own words: ‘(It’s) hard for individuals or small collectives to affect overall policy or feel the ability
to sustain themselves through their art in Singapore. Once in a while something interesting and exciting
pops out of the grass roots…'

17 John Clang, contemporary photographer
Why? A master of conceptual photography, capable of inspiring awe as much as creating a sense of
unease, Clang’s work questions the representation of reality.
Bare facts: Clang first exhibited his work as a member of the controversial (and now defunct) Singapore
art group 5th Passage Artists. Acclaimed internationally for his commercial work, his client list includes
notable names such as Godiva, Hermès, IBM, Levi’s, Nike and Timberland. In 2010, he became the first
photographer to receive the Designer of the Year award at the annual President’s Design Award. Though
he is based in New York, Clang is represented by Singapore’s 2902 Gallery.

18 Ming Wong, role-play filmmaker
Why? An artist known for recontextualising historical works in cinema as well as imitation and role-play,
he applies these methods to examine concerns in his artistic career and personal life.
Bare facts: Life of Imitation was presented at the 53rd Venice Biennale in 2009, where it won the Special
Jury Mention, making him the first Singaporean to receive this award. A film that revisits the golden age
of Singapore cinema in the 1950s and ’60s, it reflects on an era of nation-building, economic struggle and
rapid modernisation. Wong will be exhibiting at the Singapore Biennale 2011, where he’ll be presenting a
new film set in Naples, based on the 1968 film Teorema.

19 Alan Oei, curator
Why? Founder of Salon Projects, a curatorial programme that develops art projects in nontraditional
gallery spaces.
Bare facts: He curated the 2009 exhibition ‘Blackout’, which took place in a light-less suburban
warehouse, challenging guests to navigate their way through the artworks in the dark. Oei was also
responsible for ‘Open House!’, an exhibition that took art out of galleries and into people’s homes. Oei
persuaded eight residents of shophouses along Niven Road to open their homes to the public, and house
works by artists such as Jason Wee and Milenko Prvacki.

20 Jennifer Teo and Woon Tien Wei, talent nurturers
Why? Teo and Woon started Post-Museum to make contemporary art and culture more relevant to society.
They strive to create a more symbiotic, synergistic way of working with the local community.
Bare facts: Post-Museum is the only continuously operational art space in Singapore that is not
government-funded. Apart from the occasional grant from the National Arts Council, the museum rakes in
funds from renting out four individual studio spaces above the quaint yet charming colonial-styled
showroom in Little India.
TOS shines the spotlight on those responsible for building, brightening and shaking up the city’s art scene, and
finds out what they have in store for us in 2011
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21 Zulkifle Mahmod, sound-sculpture artist
Why? The nation’s first sound artist represented Singapore at the 52nd Venice Biennale in 2007; his work
pioneered digital art and video installation.
Bare facts: At the Biennale he presented Sonic Dome, a 4m dome emitting a 30-minute sonic composition
built from recorded audio from around Singapore and Venice. Using connotative architectural devices
from both Singapore and Italy, this sculpture is just one of Mahmod’s investigations into art as a political
statement. Mahmod is also the co-founder of Studio 19 and Pink Art, Singapore’s first sound collective
with fellow artist Kai Lam in 2004.

22 Olivier Henry, photographer and gallery owner
Why? Henry’s latest contribution to our creative landscape is Vue Privée, a gallery featuring fine art
photography.
Bare facts: The Frenchman moved to Singapore in 1998, quickly establishing himself as one of
Singapore’s most respected photographers, and found success with his studio Milk Photographie. The
gallery sold 39 works in two days at the Affordable Art Fair, including 14 of Henry’s own photos which
featured MTV VJ Utt in a ‘Last Supper’ setting.

23 Krisstel Martin, gallerist
Why? Owner of Gallery Krisstel Martin
Bare facts: The gallery showcases works from both established and unsung contemporary South-East
Asian artists. Some of the showcased young artists have gone on to achieve international recognition, such
as Indonesian painter Yogi Setiawan.
In her words: ‘The Singaporean art scene is growing and developing steadily. I look forward to bringing
in more local artists.’

24 Boo Sze Yang, painter
Why? Boo has exhibited at least once every year since 1993, in galleries in Singapore, the UK, South
Korea and China, and shows no signs of slowing down.
Bare facts: This former lecturer at Nanyang Academy of Fine Art became a full-time art practitioner in
2009. He has won several awards over two decades and been awarded various grants, including ten
conferred by the National Arts Council.
In his words: ‘The painting process is intensive, spontaneous, precarious and reactive. I make suggestions
and create impressions; the viewer will have to complete the picture.’ www.booszeyang.com

25 Emi Eu, director and curator
Why? As director, Eu is responsible for the Singapore Tyler Print Institute’s overall collaborations with
international as well as regional printmaking and papermaking artists.
Bare facts: The Institute’s aim is to push the technical and aesthetic boundaries of the crafts. Eu is also
curator of exhibitions at Third Floor-Hermès, one of four Hermès-supported art spaces in the world.
In her words: ‘We’re an amphibian: we’re a gallery and a learning institution at the same time.’

26 Tan Boon Hui, commissioner
Why? Director of the Singapore Art Museum
Bare facts: Previously deputy director of programmes at the National Museum of Singapore, Tan was
appointed in 2009 to oversee the development of the SAM and its burgeoning collection of South-East

Asian works. Under his watchful eyes, Tang Da Wu conducted his first solo guerrilla-style show at SAM
in April 2010. He will continue to commission local artists for shows and catalogues at SAM.

27 Jasmine Tay, contemporary-art champion
Why? Also founder of Jasmine Fine Arts, Tay opened Museum of Art & Design (MAD) in May 2010 to
bring modern art to the masses.
Bare facts: MAD is an accessible art space and private museum located at Mandarin Gallery featuring
previously inaccessible pieces of contemporary art that coincide with fashion, art, design and life. The
museum often holds real-time demonstrations and workshops by emerging and established artists.
In her words: ‘Our place was actually planned for families – parents can look at the paintings and
children can buy toys.’

28 Suherwan Abu, gallerist
Why? Founder of Taksu Gallery
Bare facts: This seasoned art collector started Taksu in 1989 in Kuala Lumpur. The gallery is now one of
the region’s leading contemporary art dealers and specialists, and it doesn’t look like it’ll be slowing down
any time soon. This month there will be a photo exhibition of Adolf Hitler’s apartment in the ‘New
Chancellery’ in Berlin. Abu will also be bringing in 11 artists from seven countries – including Dexter
Fernandez and Froilan Calayag from the Philippines, and Justin Lim from Malaysia – to exhibit paintings,
sculptures and wall-based constructions at its upcoming ‘Rogue Wave!’ show at this month’s Art Stage
Singapore at Marina Bay.

29 Kwok Kian Chow, visionary
Why? Director of the soon-to-open National Gallery, what will be the largest visual-arts centre in SouthEast Asia. Click here for our interview with Kwok Kian Chow.

30 Lorenzo Rudolf, event director
Why? This month, thousands of art collectors, dealers, gallerists, enthusiasts and hangers-on are set to
converge on Marina Bay Sands for the hotly anticipated Art Stage Singapore. Will this new show lead the
way in shaping South-East Asia’s art market?
Read more: Elaine Ee-Meyers talks to the fair’s director Lorenzo Rudolf to find out. Click here for the
full interview with Lorenzo Rudolf.

31 Audrey Wong, member of parliament
Why? Was elected the first Nominated Member of Parliament (NMP) for Singapore’s Arts community.
Bare facts: Focuses on issues that range from censorship to artists’ rights, this former artistic director of
The Substation has made it a point to take steps towards engendering change in policy, fostering
communication between parties in the creative industry.
In her words: ‘If we want things to develop here, we have to jump in and do it ourselves, and not wait for
someone else to do it for us.’ on.fb.me/eYjOjE

32 Marjorie Chu, the doyenne
Why? Founder of Raya Gallery (since renamed Art Forum) in 1971, Chu is a tireless champion of
emerging regional artists, and one of the most revered, best-connected gallerists and collectors of
contemporary South-East Asian art in Singapore.
Bare facts: A key player in the appreciation of modern South-East Asian art with a particular fondness for

Filipino works, a founding member of the Art Gallery Association of Singapore, a fair director of
ARTSingapore several times in the past decade and the author of critically anointed 2003 book
Understanding Contemporary Southeast Asian Art. www.artforum.com.sg

33 Eugene Tan, critic and curator
Why?Founding director of the Institute of Contemporary Arts Singapore, the curatorial arm of Lasalle
College of the Arts, now based in Hong Kong as exhibitions director of Osage Gallery.
Bare facts: One of the strongest voices in Asian art criticism, having written for Art Asia Pacific, Art
Review, C-Arts, Flash Art, Metropolis M and Modern Painters. Founding president of the Singapore
chapter of the International Art Critics Association. As curatorial head of Osage Gallery, which has
outposts in Hong Kong, Beijing, Shanghai and Singapore, the 39-year-old is tipped to be one of the leading
lights in shaping Asian art over the next ten years. www.osagegallery.com

34 Sabrina Sit, journalist
Why? Editor of one of Singapore’s leading visual arts monthlies, The Pocket Arts Guide (formerly
Confabulation).
Bare facts: Launched in 2009, TPAG is an increasingly reliable and respected surveyor of the regional art
scene with a bias for Singapore’s emerging gallerists and artists. Recent special guest editors include
Benjamin Milton Hampe from newly opened Raffles Hotel’s Chan Hampe Galleries.
In her words: 'We went from hosting only one art fair [ARTSingapore] in the past nine years to three
major art fairs [ARTSingapore, Affordable Art Fair and Art Stage] within the period of October 2010 to
January 2011. The quality of commercial art galleries setting up shop is hugely encouraging. Hopefully in
ten years time we will have a wider audience with a greater understanding and appreciation of the arts and
less of the “Eh, my kid can paint that lor!’” Available for free citywide and online at
www.thepocketartsguide.com.

35 Valentine Willie, gallerist and collector
Why? A collector of regional art for 30 years, and founder and chairman of one of the busiest exhibitors of
regional contemporary art in town.
Bare facts: Opened the Singapore branch of his KL-based gallery Valentine Willie Fine Art in April 2008
and is considered one of the major figures in raising the profile of the region’s art. Represents scores of
Asian artists, including Thai painter Natee Utarit, whose mid-career retrospective ‘Natee Utarit: After
Painting’ is on show at Singapore Art Museum until 20 February. www.vwfa.net

36 Chen Shen Po, the activist
Why? Joined ART Singapore as fair manager in 2002 and widely considered a key player in developing
Singapore’s image as a viable art market with her unabashedly grass-roots approach: knocking on gallery
doors in Asia-Pacifi c, and convincing collectors and galleries to join the fair.
Bare facts: From only $1.2 million in sales in 2002, under Chen’s leadership, ART Singapore reached its
acme in 2008, attracting 15,000 visitors and racking up an estimated $10 million in sales.
In her words: On new fairs coming to Singapore: ‘I feel flattered, actually. [It means] I’ve done a good
job in building an art market and building a Singapore image that’s attractive now for all these foreign fairs
to suddenly pay attention and go, “Hey, there’s a market here.”’www.artsingapore.net

37 Chia Wei Hou, teacher
Why? One of the most celebrated art teachers in Singapore, nurturing two UOB Painting of the Year
winners – Bai Tian Yuan, 18, who won the $30,000 prize last year, and Alvin Ong, who won in 2005 when
he was 16. Bare facts: Known for his modesty and reserve, Chia was not coy about defending his China-

born student Bai Tian Yuan against controversial accusations that she did not deserve to win the
UOB prize. The 2008 winner Joel Yuen Kong Chong had decried her photo-aided paintings as ‘devoid of
life, energy and spontaneity’.
In his words: ‘There’s this mysterious thing called art that intrigues me. I’m passionate about it, I’m in
love with it and I want to discover it with my students.’

38 Kumari Nahappan, artist
Why? One of Singapore’s most prolific conceptual artists is known internationally for her highly
distinctive, vibrant open-air sculptures. Two of her most notable Singapore works are her giant bronze
chilli peppers Pedas Pedas, installed at the National Museum in 2006, and Nutmeg (2009) at ION Orchard.
Bare facts: Exhibited her ‘Nature Borne Series’ at Tokyo’s Mori Art Museum in 2006; concluded her
year-long solo showcase ‘Red Hot on a Trail of a Colour’ at Basel in 2010; set to be a huge feature at this
month’s India Art Summit with a subsequent show at Apparrao Galleries, Bangalore in February.

39 Joshua Yang, Justin Loke & Fiona Koh, Art collective
Why?Boundary-shifting, homegrown trio of indie-minded, playful but contentious artists who work
collectively as Vertical Submarine, a threesome widely revered for their satirical, off-kilter installations,
paintings and sculptures that take a kind of post-punk poke at societal norms and bogus standards.
Bare facts: Winners of the Singapore President’s Young Talent Award of 2009 for their work ‘A View
with a Room’ at 8Q SAM – which, incidentally, won the trio a Credit Suisse-sponsored Artist Residency at
Pasagüero in Mexico City – plus their 2010 ‘Flirting Point’ and, more recently, their playful,
Borgesinspired labyrinth ‘The Garden of Forking Paths’ at Grey Projects.
In their words: ‘We’re like part-time pranksters with full-time jobs’.www.verticalsubmarine.org

40 Mary Dinaburg & Howard Rutkowski, cross-cultural curators
Why? Founders of cross-cultural art advisory and curatorial firm Fortune Cookie Projects, best known for
introducing hugely sought-after Western artists to the Asian market, and bringing more local talent to the
West.
Bare facts: Successfully showcased major names such as Julian Schnabel , William Wegman and, more
recently, New York graffiti titan Daze in March 2010.
In his words: Rutkowski on Singapore: ‘Visual art has long been the missing thread in Singapore’s
cultural tapestry. This is rapidly changing and it’s due to the interest and activity of the private sector –
collectors visiting art fairs and galleries abroad and art professionals bringing fairs, exhibitions and
projects to the Lion City. To be real and lasting it cannot happen any other way. It must be organic.’

41 Jacklyn Soo & Sabrina Koh, the catalysts
Why?Caretakers and curators of local arts initiative SCYA (Singapore Contemporary Youth Artists) that
aims to provide a fully functional, community and government-engaging forum for over 90 young,
upcoming artists to showcase a mix of multimedia works and performance art.
Bare facts: Recognised for their efforts in pushing a thought-provoking, issues-driven curatorial agenda
tackling identity, religion, sexuality, technology and AIDS awareness.www.contemporaryart.sg

42 Milenko Prvacki, free thinker
Read this:

43 Dr Alvin Koh, collector and gallerist
Why?Singapore-born former locum-turned-contemporary art virtuoso and director of commercial pop-art
specialist Collectors Contemporary.
Bare facts: Brokers high-value work from artists including Andy Warhol, Robert Rauschenberg, Damien
Hirst, Roy Lichtenstein, Keith Haring, David Hockney and James Rosenquist. Also houses Chris Levin’s
famed 3-D portrait of Queen Elizabeth II, ‘Lightness of Being’.

44 Stephane Le Pelletier, gallerist
Why? Once describing art as ‘a weather-proof investment’, the charismatic Paris-born Asia-Pacific
director of Opera Gallery oversees both the ION and the newly opened Marina Bay Sands galleries, known
for their unparalleled collection of over $20 million worth of art from greats including Dalí, Picasso, Ernst
and Matisse.
Bare facts: Since opening in 1994, Opera Gallery often sees spontaneous buys from thrifty high-rollers: in
February 2009, a Thai tourist bought a $1.2 million Picasso after just five minutes in the gallery.

45 Camilla Hewitson, art-fair luminary
Why? Director of Singapore’s inaugural Affordable Art Fair, which took place in November last year.
Bare facts: Following successful launches in nine other major cities including London, New York,
Amsterdam and Sydney, Singapore beat off regional competition to host the first ever Asian edition of the
fair with over 50 galleries from 17 countries taking part.
In her own words: ‘The success of AAF has been built on debunking the myth that collecting art is only
for the rich, reaching out to people from all walks of life in a new and engaging way’.

46 David Chan, artist
Why? One of Singapore’s most exciting and promising young artists, known for his lurid, part-comic,
part-eerie human-animal hybrid paintings which are widely interpreted as a tragicomic take on society’s
collective split personality, or ‘the schizophrenic nature of human interactions’.
Bare facts: Winner of the UOB Painting of the Year Award 2004 and the 2007 BMW Young Asian Artist
series, set to be a popular draw at this month’s Art Stage. New, hotly anticipated solo exhibition
‘Alphakind’ opens later this year at Art Seasons.
In his words: ‘Ultimately, art is like cooking, it can be a combination of the weirdest ingredients, but as
long as you enjoy the taste I suppose that matters the most.’

47 Amanda Heng, performance artist
Why? Born in 1951; one of the founders of Artists Village in 1988; staunch champion of women’s rights,
persistently bringing gender equality and feminist issues to the fore with photography, installation and live
art. Founded Women in Arts in 1999.
Bare facts: Won the coveted Cultural Medallion in 2010, only the second performance artist ever to win
the award. A retrospective of her work is planned for October at the Singapore Art Museum. Set to feature
new works at Art Stage.
In her words: On her upcoming solo show: ‘In Singapore, the public tends to see art as something
exclusive, created by geniuses. I don’t usually do solo shows because my practice engages people who are
not in the arts. I don’t want to be an isolated figure.’

48 Tolla Duke, attorney and curator
Why? Duke started Giveart.net, providing a platform where financially challenged arty folk can put
together wish lists for pricey pieces and pass them to family and friends.
Bare facts: After arriving in Singapore in 2007, the London lawyer felt that the contemporary artists in
South-East Asia were under-represented by commercial galleries. In addition to the virtual gallery, Duke
also runs Give Art Gallery, an exhibition space nestled amongst the shophouses at Outram Park.

49 Joo Choon Lin, artist
Why? Born in 1984 and tipped for greatness, one of our city’s more precociously talented and ambitious
up-and-comers, known for her surrealist, stop-motion animations and installations.
Bare facts: Took part in the Fukuoka Asian Art Trienniale 2009, the Aichi Triennale 2010, and set to
showcase work at this month’s Art Stage. www.ringmastertoymaker.wordpress.com

50 Jane Lee, artist
Why? Innovative rising star championed by the likes of Osage honcho Eugene Tan for her boundary
shifting, abstract paintings that attempt to explore the limitations of the medium.
Bare facts: Winner of the Singapore Art Prize in 2007, and one of the biggest names at the Singapore Art
Biennale in 2008 with her grand, impacting wall mural ‘Raw Canvas’. Set to unveil something equally
headline-courting at this month’s Art Stage.

